Saving Token

Saving
A digital alternative
For years cryptocurrencies have been booming in the
digital asset markets and as an alternative to use the
paper or currency that we know, this can be seen thanks
to the fact that more and more projects are born trying
to have an economic form and base in a currency digital.
Projects ranging from simplifying a payment to those
seeking advanced technological solutions.
The Saving Project endeavors to go on the part of
simplifying any economic lifestyle in society.
The Saving Project goes back to the idea of having a
digital medium to make payments, transactions, save,
seeking to be useful for any type of service project,
facilitating efficient, fast and reliable use.
In addition, the use of our tokens on defi, nft, and other
blockchain platforms, which give you the ease of having
a financial project where you can generate profits.
With this we seek that Saving is adopted for any economic
or service project, for example going to the supermarket
to make the purchase and simply pay with saving, closing
a business remotely or in person, making a transfer with

saving quickly and safely, receiving payments with
saving before any service you provide, saving for your
vacations in an intelligent and digital way, and then
covering expenses with saving, opening an online store
and being able to receive payments with saving, all this
and more can be achieved with this digital token project.
Do you have a project in mind? In the commercial and
economic part, saving can be a good ally.
*STRUCTURE
Our tokens are registered in 3 different blockchains. The
tokens and blockchains in which they were created are:
Svin in the Tron network (trx), Svit in the Expanse network
and Svik in the Kron network, with this we seek to have
three options taking advantage of characteristics that
each one can offer us and thus make it available to all.
* SOCIAL
Saving plans to do social good, bringing humanitarian aid
to places of need, thinking mainly of children and the
elderly.
*COMMERCE
The token trade (svin, svit and svik) will be in the
liquidity pool, Exchange, farming platforms and nft.

* NETWORKS OR MEDIA
Saving currently has an official website, a telegram
channel, a discord channel, a Facebook page.

*Epilogue
This document

is created

so

that

you

know

the

fundamental ideas of the Saving project. We invite more
people to be part of us.
Saving Developer

